
WINE DATASHEET
MELNIK 55 LIBERA

2019

Varieties in %: Melnik 55 100%
Vintage: 2019
Acquired alcohol content: 13.50%
Date of harvest: September 2019
Ripeness of grapes (brix): 25.7% brix
Residual sugar (g/l): 1.2
Total acidity (g/l): 4.65
Ph: 3.73
Aging in barrels & barrel type: no
Wine appellation: PGI Thracian Valley

Bottle
Type: Konika Sout
Capacity: 75 cl
Weight (kg): 0.65

Carton box
Bottles per carton box: 6
Box size L/W/H: 307 mm / 255 mm / 180 mm
Weight per carton box (kg): 8.2

Pallet
Bottles per pallet: 480
Cartons per pallet: 80
Carton rows per pallet: 8
Pallet size L/W/H: 120 cm / 80 cm / 15 cm
Pallet weight (kg): 620

Codes
EAN code bottle: 3 800500778198
EAN code carton box:

Region History Mission:

Our sunny vineyards are located in the villages of Hotovo, Lozenitsa and Zornitsa, and cover 
an area of more than 350 decares. We have extremely diverse varieties. The local Bulgarian 
varieties such as Melnik 55, Melnik 82, Shiroka Melnishka Loza (broad leaved melnik vine) 
hold a strong position in the red grapes varieties, and Sandanski misket, Dimyat and 
Keratsuda – in the white grapes varieties. From international varieties, we grow with great 
love Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and Syrah. The hot summers and mild winters, combined 
with the soil characteristics in the area, are a good prerequisite for making excellent terroir 
wines, and the comparison with Tuscany in Italy is not in vain.

Terroir:

The valley of the Struma River is an extremely interesting terroir, characterized by mild 
winters and hot summers, and the mountains that surround us are an important factor that 
also determines the pattern of our wines.

Harvest:
Carefully selected hand-picked grapes in crates with subsequent processing at appropriate 
temperatures.

Vinification:

Once selected during picking, the grapes are reselected in sorting tables, the barries are 
separated from the stems and pressed in pneumatic press after short maceration at low 
temperature.



About the brand:

Libera Estate is a new project of the wine map of Bulgaria. In 2013, Libera wines were 
vinified for the first time relying predominantly on local and some international varieties. 
This line was preserved until the beginning of 2017, when we decided to extend our wine 
portfolio, which gave rise to the emergence of a new brand - Hotovo. This is our premium 
brand. Every bottle is with the signiture of our sales manaer Zhivko Enchev, who is Best 
Sommelier in Bulgaria in 2017.

Tasting notes:

Saturated dark purple color with purple hues. The nose is juicy and intense with notes of 
blueberry, vanilla and sweet spices. Medium body with mature, grainy tannins and a nice 
dry finish.

Food & Wine: Some cheeses and meat like lamb, pasta with tomato souses and pizza.


